
Date 12-Oct-2003

Hare Sally Justice/ Old
Coulsdon

Venue Dormansland

On On The Plough Inn

Link to SH3OnSec Homepage                                                   

COMPLETE SIMPLICITY
COSTING NOT LESS
THAN EVERYTHING

Reigate, Redhill, and
Godstone. These are not
rapid roads, and by the time I
reached the start it was nearly
11.45.....

Atalanta, I learned later, got
there at 11.25 and
nevertheless caught the
pack; she was rewarded with
a down-down. Slower, older,
heavier, and 20 minutes later,
I caught - indeed, saw - no
one. But I did lumber round
the trail, whose checks had all
been marked through. Well,
all but one.

It was a charmingly
innocent trail, with the check
circles helpfully adjacent to
the stile or footpath where the
solution lay. A prelapsarian
trail, such as our first parents
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in their naked simplicity knew
in the Garden of Eden. (There
is a hash in California where,
apart from their gym shoes,
the runners are stark naked.
Have you ever tried running
with no clothes on, dear
reader? For men the dangly
bits present no problem; I am
unable to answer on behalf of
well-endowed women. As
schoolgirls, my daughters
used to make jokes about
black eyes and bruised
knees.....)

The Garden of Eden. Well,
we were well on the way to
Edenbridge. The trail was a
very simple left-hander,
mostly to the north of the
start; I went wrong at the one
check not marked through,

In general, scribes should
not waste precious space with
their Saturday night
adventures, their breakfast,
their journey to the hash......

Most rules have exceptions;
so you get here my travels
and travails on the Sunday
morning, for reasons soon to
become apparent.

Joined the M25 at Junction
11, Chertsey. Was forced off
again, with everyone else, at
Junction 10. Used the A3 to
reach Junction 9; that was
closed. (What I should have
done was stay north of the
motorway and get onto the
A217 to reach Junction 8, but
I had no way of knowing that).

South to Dorking, and so to

and so fetched a long wide arc
unnecessarily far to the north
before I found the flour again.
Unless this check was a back
check, which I doubt, there
were no back checks; our
friends at Old Coulsdon have
reduced hashing to an idyllic
pastoral simplicity....

Despite my error I was back
at the pub within an hour of
starting; Sally had assumed
that SH3, apart from those in
Switzerland, had snubbed her
trail, since she was not aware
that the M25 had been closed
so dramatically. (An accident
between Junctions 9 and 8, on
the anticlockwise side). So she
said wistfully that there had
been about 6 from Surrey; I
could see the Boundah, larger

than life as usual, the Invisible
Man, Arfur Pint, Made
Marion, Scud and Featherlite
(do we count them as Surrey?)
and was told of Atalanta’s
feat. But there may have been
more elsewhere in the pub. A
strange morning......

Well, that brings me back to
reality. Elle T-Shirt has sent an
elaborate attachment with
even more elaborate texts
about next week; however,
this proved in practice to be a
web-site which I can’t find -
the clues lead to the SH3
Hotmail address, but then
peter out. So far the senior half
of the OnSex has had no more
success than I, though maybe,
later in the week - who knows?

And then of course there will

be reports on the Swiss Roll;
well, I certainly hope there will.
Be prepared for multiple
messages this week...

But allow me to remind you
that next Sunday morning will
spill over far into the
afternoon, that the long trail is
advertised as 15 Km - though
there are shorter and much
shorter alternatives, which
include a 5 Km walk - and the
excitement will culminate in a
picnic of lavish quality @ £3
per head. See you there, if only
because you might not need
the M25 to get there...

ON ON       FRB



Directions:
  From Jcn 11 (if the M25 is open!) of the M25 take A320   to
Ottershaw and A319 to Chobham.  In Chobham turn right on
B 383 sp Sunningdale.  Just after crossing M3, car park is on
right past next rdbt.

Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec
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Receding Hare Line all at 11 am sharpRun 1487

Date 19-Oct-2003

Hare TT/Cunnilingus

Venue Chobham Common

On On The Four Horseshoes

SSA (Old) 46 C1

OS SU  965 650

1489 26-Oct Glasscruncher

1490 2-Nov Ancient Mariner

1491 9-Nov Dormouse/Flop Fl

1492 16-Nov Hans der Schwanz Columbus Run

1493 23-Nov HARE(S) WANTED !!!

1494 30-Nov Ear Trumpet/Eric

1495a 06-Dec Icepyck/Elle T-Shirt Sint Nicolaas Run

1495 07-Dec Icepyck/Elle T-Shirt Hangover Run

1496 14-Dec Shagger

1497 21-Dec Uncle Gerry
Golden Balls

Ireland has just experienced its worst air disaster.
A small Cessna 2-seater crashed into a cemetery.
Recue teams worked late into the night and have so
far recovered 1826 bodies; the count is expected to
rise as work continues.

Thy beauty shall no more be found;
Nor, in thy marble vault, shall sound
My echoing song: then worms shall try
That long preserved virginity:
And your quaint honour turn to dust
And into ashes all my lust.
The grave’s a fine and private place,
But none, I think, do there embrace.    (Marvell’s To
His Coy Mistress. Look up “queynte” in a dictionary)

********* A Date for YOUR Diary  *********
Barn Dance - 31st October
All proceeds go to The Pataya Orphanage which
 still needs your support.
This is SH3’s official Charity so please try and come
or make a donation. TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE! From
Sister Anna 01372 277928

    GRAVEYARD THOUGHTS A LA YORICK....

Garrison Kiellor: They say such nice things about
people at their funerals that it makes me sad to
realise I shall miss my own by just a few days.......


